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f.



existing interface theories will be scanned as to their behaviour in regard of the classification proposed. g. given the KK-classification, the association of 1. Direct Interface (the interface theory that I am promoting) 2. CVCV (the phonological theory that I am working in) shows a distribution of the phenomena over procedural and representational means that is different from all other interface theories. h. an interesting generalisation emerges:



this handout and many of the references quoted at www.unice.fr/dsl/tobias.htm



INTERFACE DUALISM



stress-related phenomena = due to procedural intervention segmental effects = due to representational intervention



1. Introduction (1)



purpose a. Interface Dualism since SPE, higher modules (morpho-syntax, maybe semantics) are assumed to have two distinct means of talking to phonology: 1. procedurally: the phonological cycle (and its later incarnations) ==> nothing is sent down 2. representationally: boundaries (and their later incarnations) ==> something is sent down b. I call an "interface phenomenon" a phonological phenomenon that has an extraphonological conditioning. Various interface theories have accounted for the same pool of interface phenomena with changing combinations of procedural and representational mechanisms. In actual fact, a salient ID of an interface theory is the distribution of procedural and representational solutions over interface phenomena. c. therefore, it is important to have an exhaustive overview of interface phenomena: 1. what is out there? 2. how can interface phenomena be classified on theory-neutral grounds in such a way that any given phenomenon belongs to one and only one category? I submit that the classification of Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1977:83ss, 1979:407ss) is functional and meaningful. ==> I call this the KK-classification. d. such a classification is a prerequisite for assessing and comparing theories: "here are the classes of phenomena that every interface theory must be able to handle, so tell me how yours covers them." e. up to now, every interface theory tends to have its typical phenomena, on which it does well. Interface theories usually do not talk about the typical phenomena of the other theories. This does not allow for a reasonable competition.



I show that this makes sense - and hence that the distribution produced by Direct Interface and CVCV is likely to reflect some linguistic reality.



2. Interface Dualism in SPE (2)



the phonological cycle (transformational cycle) - later known as Phase theory (Chomsky 2001, Distributed Morphology) actually, earliest version: Chomsky et al. (1956:75) a. the cycle is the general principle of phonological interpretation in grammar that applies within the word (morphology) as much as among words (syntax) "Investigation of English and other languages confirms this expectation and permits us to formulate the principle of the transformational cycle in full generality, applying to all surface structure whether internal or external to the word." Chomsky & Halle (1968:27) b. cyclic interpretation of the string that is submitted to phonology proceeds step by step from inner domains outwards.



c.



"Regarding a surface structure as a labeled bracketing […], we assume as a general principle that the phonological rules first apply to the maximal strings that contain no brackets, and that after all relevant have applied, the innermost brackets are erased; the rules then reapply to maximal strings containing no brackets, and again innermost brackets are erased after this application; and so on, until the maximal domain of phonological processes is reached." Chomsky & Halle (1968:15) the phonological cycle is natural and intuitive: "Notice, once again, the that the principle of the transformational cycle is a very natural one. What it asserts, intuitively, is that the form of a complex expression is determined by a fixed set of processes that take account of the form of its parts." Chomsky & Halle (1968:20)



-3(3)



boundaries #, +, = a. # is "syntactic" b. + is "morphological" c. = only occurs in learned learned vocabulary:



-4-



3. The KK-classification and what it misses (6)



Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1977:83ss, 1979:407ss) propose a classification according to effect of extra-phonological information on phonological processes: given two morphemes M1 and M2, their concatenation may a. have no effect at all: phonology works as if there were no morpho-syntactic division, i.e. as if the sequence of sounds were monomorphemic. b. block a process that would apply if the morpho-syntactic division were not there. c. trigger the application of a process that would not take place if the morpho-syntactic division were not there. These cases are known as derived environment effects.



(7)



stress-related interface phenomena correspond to neither of the KK-classes: a. no doubt that párent - parént-al vs. párent-hood is an interface phenomenon: the boundary has a phonological effect. b. however, it does neither block a phonological process, nor is it a condition on a phonological event. 1. ==> the stress-assigning process always goes into effect no matter what. 2. ==> morpho-syntax does not define whether or not the process applies - it defines how it applies.



(8)



final 3-way classification of interface processes a. those that modify the applicability of phonological processes 1. Type A: blocking: a specific concatenation blocks a process that otherwise goes into effect. 2. Type B: triggering a specific concatenation is a condition on a process which otherwise does not go into effect. b. Type C: modifying those that modify the application of a phonological process e.g. stress assignment: párent - paréntal vs. párent-hood



(9)



illustration a. Type A (blocking) 1. Trisyllabic Shortening (or Laxening) - the long vowel or diphthong in bisyllabic words is shortened if a class 1 suffix is added, but not if a class 2 suffix is added: class 1: sane [sejn] - san-ity [sQniti] Christ [krajst] - Christ-ian [krIstÉS´n] class 2: maiden [mejd´n] - maiden-hood [mejd´nhud] wild [wajld] - [wajldnEs] - quite some counter-examples exist: obese [çwbiis] – obese-ness [çwbiisnEs], but obes-ity [çwbiisitɪ] wild [wajld] - [wajldnEs], but wilderness [wIldånɛs]



per=mit, de=signate, con=de=scend and the like (Chomsky & Halle 1968:94s)



(4)



interplay of the phonological cycle and boundaries a. SPE was aware of the fact that English has two distinct classes of affixes:



b. c. d.



e.



(5)



"Alongside of the affixes that affect stress placement […], there are other 'neutral affixes' which characteristically play no role in the placement of stress, for example, the adjective-forming affixes -y, -like, -able, -ish and affixes such as -ing, -past tense, -hood, -ness, -ly, -wise. We can indicate the fact that an affix is neutral by making use of the # boundary." Chomsky & Halle (1968:84) the Main Stress Rule shifts stress one vowel right when an affix is added. hence the challenge: the Rule must not apply to strings that contain stress-neutral affixes. solution: 1. stress-neutral affixes come with a # boundary 2. the Main Stress Rule is amended so that it is blocked by # párent - parént-al vs. párent-hood [parent] → párent [[parent] al] → [[párent] al] → [parént al] [[parent] #hood] → [[párent] #hood] → [párent #hood]



summary a. SPE encodes extra-phonological information 1. procedurally - the phonological cycle 2. representationally - boundaries b.



this is what I call Interface Dualism.



c.



Interface Dualism is an important measure of interface theories. Later theories will try to maximise or to eliminate either way of transferring extraphonological information to the phonology: 1. all-is-procedural: Lexical Phonology, Distributed Morphology (for the time being) 2. all-is-representational: Prosodic Phonology ==> these attempts have failed. SPE was right (although not explicit): 1. any interface theory must have both ways of transmission 2. attempts at monoculture are doomed to failure.



d.



-52.



nasal assimilation - im-possible, i[ŋ]-credible vs. u[n]-predictable, u[n]-comfortable - nasal assimilation is blocked with class 2 un- (but not with class 1 in). b. Type B (triggering) 1. Polish palatalisation (Rubach & Booij 1984:3ss) - across a morpheme boundary: grymas - gryma[˛-E] "grimace, id. LOCsg" g»ód - g»o[dÉ¸-i]ć "hunger, to grouch, to starve sb" - but not morpheme-internally [dE]sant, [di]nosaur, pro[tE]st "landing, dinosaur, protest" 2. nasal cluster simplification (Mohanan 1986:21ss, Halle & Mohanan 1985:95s, Borowsky 1986:232ss) class 2 class 1 - __# sign [n] sign-ing [n] vs. sign-ature [gn] damn [m] damn-ing [m] vs. damn-ation [mn] - g/n must be underlyingly present, hence there must be g/n-deletion deletion is triggered by class 2 suffixes 3. English agma: g-deletion Halle & Mohanan (1985:62ss) class 2 morph-internal class 1 - __# sing [ŋ] sing-er [ŋ] finger [ŋg] young-er [ŋg] sing-ing [ŋ] long-er [ŋg] vs.long-er [ŋ] c. Type C (modifying) stress-neutral vs. stress-shifting affixes in English bare stem class 1 class 2 párent parént-al vs. párent-hood válid valíd-ity vs. válid-ness átom atóm-ic vs. átom-ise



4. How interface theories manage the 3-way typology (10) general picture there are two absolutely resident properties of interface theories a. the treatment of Type C (modifying) processes: procedural management by all theories. 1. SPE Lexical Phonology Government Phonology (Kaye 1995) Distributed Morphology Stratal OT 2.



no clear statement (as far as I can see): Prosodic Phonology the issue is about the modifying Type A and Type B processes: are they the result of a procedural or a representational intervention of higher modules ?



-6b. the treatment of morpheme edges (the beginning or the end of X), whether Type A (blocking) or Type B (triggering): representational treatment by all theories SPE: # Lexical Phonology: brackets Government Phonology (Kaye 1995): domain edges Prosodic Phonology: (prosodic) domain edges Distributed Morphology: unclear, "at the edge of X" Stratal OT, DOT: (prosodic) domain edges (11) SPE representationally oriented, procedural intervention only on Type C Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) procedural — — cyclic application representational rule blocked by # rule applies only rule blocked by # (boundaries) when meeting # (12) Lexical Phonology a procedural world a. interactionism and level ordering have a cleaning-up effect on boundaries: Mohanan (1982:24s,94), Halle & Mohanan (1985:64), Szpyra (1989:24,27) and Mohanan (1986) for example are explicit on this: "Originally postulated in order to account for morphological distribution, the conception of lexical strata also yields a way of dealing with morphological information in phonology. SPE makes use of boundary symbols like +, # and ## to refer to morphological information. Instead of using such symbols, the phonological rules in Lexical Phonology (a) refer to the beginning and the end of morphological forms, and (b) are specified for their domain of application in terms of lexical strata." Mohanan (1986:18)



b. but there is a price to pay: introduction of new representational items through the back door: 1. domain assignment of rules by a diacritic 2. brackets c. analysis of Type A (blocking) phenomena: level 1 rules [un- vs. in-, Trisyllabic Shortening] the rule applies at level 1, hence level 2 two affixes remain unimpressed (un-) or do not trigger the process (maiden-hood) d. analysis of Type B (triggering) phenomena: level 2 rules [finger, young-er vs. sing, sing-er] the deletion rule applies at level 2, but only in presence of a bracket: g → ø / n__ ] additional mechanism needed: Bracket Erasure level 1 Bracket Erasure level 2 affixation deletion



e.



sing [sing] — g



sing-ing — — [sing] [ing] g



young-er [young] [er] [young er] —



finger [finger] — —



summary Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) rule applies at rule applies at rule applies at level 1 level 2 level 1 representational — but only in presence — (brackets) of a bracket procedural
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(13) Prosodic Phonology a purely representational world a. what is the division of labour between Lexical Phonology and Prosodic Phonology? 1. The mainstream view since Nespor & Vogel (1982:226,1986:18s,27ss) is "peaceful coexistence". 2. however, it has never been defined who is competent for what: a rationale such as "give me a phenomenon and I tell you whether it is treated by Lexical Phonology or Prosodic Phonology" does not exist. E.g. un- vs. in-: a procedural Lexical Phonology analysis is available (see above), but so is a representational Prosodic Phonology analysis: assimilation applies within the phonological word, and un- sits in its own phonological word. 3. unified treatment of syntax and morphology: Selkirk (1984:412ss), Inkelas (1990:37ss) Lexical Phonology and Prosodic Phonology are concurrent and redundant below the word level (while Prosodic Phonology is the only candidate for the management of interface issues above the word level). Therefore Lexical Phonology has to go. b. Prosodic Phonology has no in-built procedural device and, as far as I can see, does not talk about Type C (modifying) phenomena. c. summary Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) procedural — — representational rule applies within rule applies only at a (Prosodic a domain, un- sits domain edge, -ing in Hierarchy) in its own domain damn-ing sits in its own domain



?



(14) Government Phonology (Kaye 1995) a. phonologically relevant morpho-syntactic divisions (domains) are marked in the phonology by brackets ("[" and "]"), and phonological processes are sensitive to these brackets. Given two morphemes A and B, they can from 1. a non-analytic domain [A B] = KK's "no effect" 2. an analytic domain: - [[A] B] = affixation - [[A] [B]] = compound a unique phonological function (the φ-function) then works through the structure from inner to outer domains. A modification made on an earlier pass cannot be undone on a later pass. b. therefore Type B (triggering) is excluded: if the φ-function applies to [A B], it necessarily applies to A as well. A situation where a string exhaustively contained in A does not react, while the same string straddling the A-B boundary does, could not exist.



summary procedural



Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) —



representational rule blocked (domain edges) domain-finally, unsits in its own domain



cannot exist



Type C (modifying) cyclic application, modifications of earlier cycles cannot be undone —



(15) Distributed Morphology a. example of a Type A (blocking) phenomenon: syllabicity of liquids is blocked before certain affixes (from SPE, Marvin 2002:34ss): l → syllabic / C__# twinkle → twinklÿ "to twinkle" twinklÿ-ing "the event of twinkling" the stem sits in its own phase twinkl-ing "a short instant" the stem and the suffix sit in the same phase b. but this cannot be extended to all Type A (blocking) phenomena since sometimes the effect is seen on the affix, and affixes cannot sit in an earlier phase than the stem: un- would have to sit in a phase of its own AND be spelled out before the stem in order to avoid nasal assimilation in un-predictable (while in- would sit in the same phase as the stem) c. as far as I can see, there is no explicit statement regarding representational devices. Things may happen "at the end of the stem/ word etc.", but this remains prose. l → syllabic / C__# for example is used as such with a "#" and explicit mention of SPE by Marvin (2002:34). d. it may be concluded that 1. Distributed Morphology does not have any particular theory of representational intervention in phonology. It works / could work with any representational device that is on the market. 2. On the other hand, it does have a firm position regarding procedural intervention: Phase. 3. It would be a good thing for Distributed Morphology to make up its mind regarding the representational transmission of information. e. I could not find out how Type B (triggering) is treated. f. summary Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) procedural ? (phase) phase representational boundaries — (boundaries?)



?
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-9(16) Stratal OT a. brackets are outlawed (Bermúdez-Otero forth:50) b. hence the Lexical Phonology analysis of Type B (triggering) is impossible: brackets and Bracket Erasure allow to distinguish "fresh" from "old" boundaries and hence to "look back" in the derivation, which is necessary for Type B. c. therefore Bermúdez-Otero & McMahon (forth:17s) lexicalises Type B altogether: there are three independent lexical entries for the item damn: 1. /root damn/ = bound root 2. /N damn/ = free noun stem 3. /N damnation/ = derived noun stem 1. nasal cluster simplification occurs at level 1 (stem level) through a constraint that outlaws coda clusters of nasal consonants in a stem. Hence /N damn/ → damn [m] /root damn-ing/ → damn-ing [m] 2. /N damnation/ is syllabified as […m.n…] and /damn/ never exists at the stem level, hence the cluster survives. 3. why is the suffix -ation unable to attach to /N damn/, yielding *damn-ation [m] ? "Blocking: […] the existence of a listed lexical entry prevents word-formation processes from generating a competing form" Bermúdez-Otero & McMahon (forth:18). Ex.: goed is not generated because went exists in the lexicon. d. representations (the Prosodic Hierarchy) only come into play when one needs "to look back" in a derivation: among other things, Bracket Erasure encoded the insight that phonological rules that apply across word boundaries cannot be sensitive to the morphological make-up of words. However, this appears to be wrong: Withgott (1982) shows that flapping of /t/ in American English, although applying across word boundaries, is sensitive to morphological structure. ==> post-lexical rules may "see" morphological structure, but only via the Prosodic Hierarchy. Lexical strata are invisible. e. summary Type A (blocking) Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) procedural rule applies at rule applies at level 1 level 1 lexicalised representational Prosodic — (Prosodic Hierarchy Hierarchy)



(17) overall summary a. b. c. d.



SPE Lex Phon Pros Phon Kaye (1995)



e. f.



Distr Morph Stratal OT



g. Direct Interf.



Type A (blocking) proced. repres. — # level 1 — — Pros Hier — domain edges (phase?) # (?) level 1 Pros Hier —



yes



Type B (triggering) Type C (modifying) proced. repres. proced. repres. — # cycle # level 2 bracket level 1 — — Pros Hier ? does not exist cycle & — robustness ? phase — lexicalised level 1 — —



yes



phase & robustness



—



(18) observations a. Type A (blocking) is managed representationally by all theories save Lexical Phonology. b. Type C (modifying) is managed procedurally by all theories. c. no theory except SPE makes a representational device intervene for Type C (modifying). d. Type B (triggering) is the most "irregular" one: interface theories seem to avoid it and propose non-phonological accounts. e. only Lexical Phonology makes a procedural device intervene in Type B (triggering). f. Direct Interface, to be introduced below, distinguishes between those phenomena that block or trigger the application of rules (Type A+B) and those that modify it (Type C): 1. Type A+B are due to representational intervention - no procedural element 2. Type C is due to procedural intervention - no representational element ==> this is the take of SPE, except that there is no representational contribution to Type C. (19) correlation between segmental vs. suprasegmental phenomena and interface Types a. Type C (modifying) = stress it appears that ALL Type C phenomena concern stress placement ==> or am I missing something? b. there is debate regarding segmental phenomena: - ALL theories have a representational management - some theories in addition have a procedural management c. Direct Interface makes the distribution complementary: - suprasegmental = procedural - segmental = representational d. this division coincides with the traditional notion of sandhi: 1. only segmental phenomena can be sandhi since sandhi is strictly local: something happens at the seam of two morphemes or words. 2. stress placement does not modify the local environment of a particular morpho-syntactic division and therefore could not be sandhi.
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- 11 e.



(21)



Direct Interface and CVCV enforce a purely representational management of phenomena that are 1. local = 2. segmental = 3. sandhi



general architecture of Prosodic Phonology Morpho-Syntax



Interface: the Translator's Office Black Box



5. Direct Interface (20)



mapping runes



?



principles of Direct Interface Scheer (forth a), Scheer (forth b) a. b. c.



d. e. f



Interface Dualism SPE was basically right - only that boundaries must not be diacritic a Translator's Office in modular no-man's land privativity only domestic phonological law rules 1. morpheme-internally anyway 2. at morpheme edges as long as there is no higher intervention representational intervention is LOCAL (sandhi) Direct Interface is theory-neutral: it sets a frame for the interface which may then be filled in by any specific phonological theory its name comes from the absence of any mediation/ buffer/ sponge: 1. unlike all other interface theories (except Direct Syntax), it does not impose



any interface vocabulary. 2. the procedural device by definition has no vocabulary: it can only make



submission-decisions 3. the vocabulary of the representational device is the vocabulary of the



phonological theory: ==> only truly phonological objects can be the output of the Translator's Office 4. this is how "non-diacritic boundaries" are achieved: higher level intervention is both local and non-diacritic.



Phonology ABSENCE of the buffer (#, ], Prosodic Hierarchy): the output of the Translator's Office are truly phonological objects, i.e. which exist in the phonology independently of any issue related to the interface.



morpho-syntactic information comes down in the coat of truly phonological objects without transiting through the buffer. They are inserted x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x into the regular phonological string. Phonology, then, interprets all phonological objects: those that come from the lexicon and those that come from the Translator's Office.



(22) actions that the Translator's Office may take a. representational it may send down an object to the phonology. This object is a truly phonological unit and will be inserted at the boundary of two morphemes or words. Its action therefore is only local. b. procedural: chunk submission it may decide to submit only a chunk of the total linear string to the phonology, and to repeat this action several times with variously sized chunks (from smaller to bigger, climbing up the morpho-syntactic tree). Every time phonology receives some chunk, it assigns phonological interpretation to it. Obviously, chunksubmission is not local in character. (23) hence Interface Dualism a. procedural: defines 1. how much of the string is submitted 2. how many times b. representational: defines 1. how extra-phonological information is shipped into the phonology 2. where precisely this information lands 3. what it may consist of



- 13 (24) No mediation - hence no diacritics a. the output of the Translator's Office are only truly phonological units. b. definition of "truly phonological object" a truly phonological object is a unit that is needed for the purpose of domestic phonology and in absence of any issue related to extra-phonological information. c. hence, are ruled out: - omegas, the Prosodic Hierarchy - boundaries - brackets (25) phonological theories may be evaluated according to their behaviour at the interface a. unlike all other theories (except Direct Syntax), Direct Interface does not impose any interface vocabulary. b. its representational vocabulary are the units of whatever phonological theory is used. c. different domestic phonological theories have different vocabulary, and hence make different predictions how the interface works and what is a possible interface event. d. hence they may be evaluated according to their behaviour at the interface. e. structuralism and SPE did exactly the right thing: 1. here is what my phonological theory looks like 2. hence my interface vocabulary will be one of my phonological units - phonemes in structuralism - segments in SPE 3. this predicts absurd interface events: # → p etc. 4. conclusion: the phonological theory must be wrong. - The objects which it offers for the incarnation of higher level information are the wrong ones. - ==> phonological theory must have other objects, of a kind that have not been discovered yet. - ==> autosegmental representations could have been discovered on these grounds. (26)



dummy phonology a.



b. c.



nothing fancy is going on in phonology:



no concatenation, no ordered application of processes, no reranking of constraints – just interpretation The only thing that phonology is able to do is to interpret whatever is stuck into its space. phonology is a chemical bath This may be compared to a chemical process that occurs when a piece of composite material is dipped into a chemical bath: based on the ingredients of the piece and the properties of the bath, a chemical reaction goes into effect which ennobles the original piece and makes it apt for its life in the real world. The architect of the ingredients of the piece, of its size and of the timing of its dipping is the Translator's Office. It cannot alter the pieces that come from the (morphosyntactic) factory, but it may rearrange them, add some ingredients at given locations (morpheme and word boundaries), and it decides which piece is dipped into the bath, and how many times this repeated.



- 14 (27) Serialism is a property of the Translator's Office, not of phonology a. the OT-debate regarding derivationalism is without object: yes, phonological interpretation is procedural but proceduralism is not run by the phonology - it is run in the Translator's Office b. morpho-syntax needs a procedural interface mechanism anyway: derivation by Phase hence doing the procedural job another time in phonology is redundant and pointless. c. ==> interactionism, but also OTed versions of level ordering (Stratal OT, DOT) do the job a second time by constraint reranking. d. this is exactly the way Kaye (1995) works: 1. the φ function (= phonology) is non-procedural 2. it applies several times to several domains (the phonological cycle) (28) Restrictions on representational intervention I Local intervention a. only objects that are adjacent to the morpho-syntactic boundary at hand can be targeted. b. but what exactly does "adjacent" mean ? c. possible intervention on three objects: 1. the last item of morpheme one 2. the first item of morpheme two 3. the empty space that lies between them d. "last item" and "first item" are notions that depend on the phonological theory used (it may be syllables, feet, x-slots etc.). Below I use an all-purpose autosegmental representation that is as unmarked as possible. e. minimal requirement: the existence of domestic phonological representations. [something that is not so obvious in some versions of OT] f. "first phonological item" of a morpheme = its first syllabic constituent together with all melodic material that it dominates. "last phonological item" of a morpheme = its last syllabic constituent together with all melodic material that it dominates. g. hence no higher level intervention in the middle of morphemes 1. a lesson from structuralism (cf. above) 2. edge-interior asymmetry that every phonologist is aware of h. the edge-interior asymmetry is due to locality of higher intervention 1. phonological law alone governs the phonological behaviour inside morphemes. 2. both regular domestic phonological law and extra-phonological law (i.e. the representational output of the Translator's Office) determine the phonological behaviour of morpheme edges. In case of conflict, the extra-phonological law "wins".
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higher level intervention is local: definition of its zone of influence I boundary morpheme 1 morpheme 2 area inaccessible for O N O N — O N O N morpho| | | | | | | | syntactic α β γ δ α β γ δ intervention



(31) Direct Interface in CVCV CVCV: Lowenstamm (1996), Scheer (2004), Szigetvári (1999), Cyran (2003) area inaccessible for morphosyntactic intervention



area that may be influenced by morphosyntactic intervention



(29) Restrictions on representational intervention II melody is invisible for morpho-syntax a. higher levels cannot intervene below the skeleton, i.e. manipulate melody. b. this is Phonology-free Syntax in the opposite direction c. empirical basis 1. phonotactic and suprasegmental effects are plethoric at the edge of morphemes: extrasyllabicity, extraprosodicity, the restriction of word-initial clusters to obstruent-sonorant sequences, the allowance for heavy clusters at the right edge (e.g. English sixths [sɪksTs]) etc. 2. no melodic influence on record: p → l / __# is unheard of.



closed syllable O N O N | | | | C V C ø



morpheme 1 C | α



V | β



C | γ



V | δ



long vowel […C#] O N O N … O N | | | C V C ø



(32) example: Type B (triggering) sing - singer [ŋ] vs. finger - younger [ŋg] a. /ng/ must be underlying. Morpheme-internally, we are sure that phonology rules alone. Hence [ŋg] is the regular situation. b. what is a homorganic NC-cluster? It is a partial geminate, i.e. a geminate whose first position is also occupied by a nasal element (Harris 1994a:69,174s) V C | | V n



V C V | | g V



[ŋg]



c. word-finally, g stands before a Final Empty Nucleus (FEN). d. we know independently that Final Empty Nuclei (FEN) are unable to license: C# are not extrasyllabic, they behave like internal Codas: r-vocalisation, dark l.



higher level intervention is local: definition of its zone of influence II boundary area inaccessible for morphosyntactic intervention



geminate O N O N | C V



FEN able to license = C# extrasyllabic in classical analysis FEN unable to license = behaves like internal empty Nuclei = C# not extrasyllabic



morpheme 2 —



C | α



V | β



C V | | γ δ



area inaccessible for morphosyntactic intervention



area that may be influenced by morphosyntactic intervention



6. Direct means "your interface analysis is dictated by your phonological theory" (30) the direct effect: the interface analysis is dictated by the phonological theory Hence the following recipe for analysing interface phenomena: a. identify the properties of the alternation: what is the underlying, what the surface form? b. which are the ingredients present in the domestic phonology (i.e. from the lexicon)? c. those that are missing in order to compute the alternation must be provided by the Translator's Office. These may be procedural or representational.



e.



hence g in an /ng/ cluster drops because it fails to be licensed. [why only g and only when engaged in a cluster of course is a different question] finger [ŋg] sing [ŋ] Lic Lic C V C | | | f i n



V C V | | g e



r



C | s



V C | | i n



V C V | g



f. ==> g is deleted when it fails to be licensed. g. the two cases that imply morphology follow: 1. sing-er, sing-ing etc. level 2 suffixes do not carry any Interface order: phonology rules alone. 2. young-er level 1 suffixes come with an Interface order: "you FEN preceding the level 2boundary are a good licensor".
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sing-er sing-ing sing-able long-ly



level 1 suffix you are a good licensor
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(33) summary a. Direct Interface and CVCV enforce a representational management of Type B (triggering) phenomena. b. that is, the Translator's Office intervenes when a class 1 suffix is added: it makes the preceding FEN a good licensor (although it is not qua phonology). c. ==> complementary distribution of interface phenomena and interface actions: 1. Type A (blocking) and Type B (triggering) are representational - and only representational 2. Type C (modifying) is procedural - and only procedural (34) conclusion: a. procedural intervention only occurs for the management of stress b. does this make any sense? c. yes. Reasons: 1. the complementary distribution itself 2.



representational = segmental = local = sandhi vs. procedural = suprasegmental = non-local



3. segmental vs. suprasegmental is a fundamental division in phonology: below vs. above the skeleton e.g. McMahon (2003), de Lacy (2002), Scheer (2004:§216) it is therefore plausible that this opposition also defines whether the Translator's Office uses representational or procedural intervention. 4. stress is non-local by definition, while segmental effects always have a local source. ==> Dresher (1996:48) 5. representational = local vs. procedural = non-local makes sense: an object that comes down on the phonology necessarily has a local landing site. It couldn't be in different locations at the same time, hence it can only have a local effect. 6. stress could not possibly be a Type A or Type B phenomenon since it is never blocked or triggered: a word without stress does not exist. Only segmental processes can be blocked or triggered. Hence if stress is to be manipulated by extra-phonological information, the only possible means is procedural. ==> consequence in SPE-type Rule-Ordering exercises: stress placement rules may be necessarily ordered with respect to others, but they NEVER bleed or feed them - reason: bleeding & feeding relies on blocking/ triggering of rules. Students always panic when they cannot find out whether it is one of the four relationships. 7. stress has no phonological materiality: - it has no independent identity: it only enhances an object that already exists - it is not a feature - it is gradient (primary, secondary, ternary) - the question with stress is "where does it fall", while segmental effects are about the question "is there an effect or not?" ==> Dresher (1996) 8. therefore the complementarity is derived - stress could only be handled procedurally because it is non-local and therefore does not qualify for representational management, which is local by definition. - segmental effects always have a local source, and representational management is necessarily local. References WEB: references followed by this mention are available at www.unice.fr/dsl/tobias.htm. Bermúdez-Otero, Ricardo forth. Stratal Optimality Theory. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Bermúdez-Otero, Ricardo & April McMahon forth. English Phonology and Morphology. The handbook of English linguistics, edited by Bas Aarts & April McMahon. Oxford: Blackwell. WEB. Borowsky, Toni 1986. Topics in the lexical phonology of English. Ph.D dissertation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Chomsky, Noam 2001. Derivation by Phase. Ken Hale: A Life in Language, edited by Michael Kenstowicz, 1-52. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
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